Role A – Alcothon Meeting Chairperson – 28 meetings total during each Alcothon
During the Gratitude Dinner District 34 raffles off the meetings that each group will be hosting during
the Alcothon’s (see Alcothon Flyer), and the chairperson may be someone in the group or possibly
whoever shows up. Sometimes it happens that no group member’s show up for their meeting that they
signed up for at the Gratitude Dinner. Whoever the chairperson ends up being, they can use their own
group’s format for the meeting or the one provided by the TAC as long as it is an “open” meeting.
Please follow instructions on the desk for making the deposit after the meeting.
Role B – Alcothon Hosts/Greeters (TAC Volunteers)
These are people who sign up on the bulletin board in the hallway to host three-hour blocks of time
during the Alcothons. Two people are needed per block, one for the back room and one for the front
room. They greet people and make sure tables are stocked and supplies are adequate (plates, ice, etc.)
Role C – Alcothon Volunteer Coordinator (Person form District 34 that Volunteers or this may become
a committee)
This person buys the food ($***.00 per event – we have a list), usually the morning of (because of
problem of storing overnight). Cook-able items may be purchased days in advance by role C volunteers
and placed in the freezer for pick up by cooking volunteers (see role D). They (role C) make sure the
food and supplies get to the TAC and get put out the morning of. They coordinate the transfer of cookable items to the cooking volunteers (role D). Not all cook-able items are picked up right away. Some
get picked up later during each Alcothon. Role C volunteers come back mornings and afternoons and
evenings to see how things look and find out what is needed. If there are more funds left, they then go
get things, (they’re on call, sort of).
Role D – Cooking Volunteers (TAC Volunteers)
They sign up on the sign-up sheet (on the freezer) to come and get a frozen or fresh item (frozen
lasagna, turkey, and hams) and take home, prepare and bring back at a certain time on the sign up
sheet. Not all items get picked up immediately the morning of. Some get picked up prior to each
Alcothon, some during. It all depends on the number of sign-ups.
Role E – Miscellaneous Volunteers
People who just want to bring food, sides, drinks or deserts to be of service and have fun. There is no
sign up required for this and it is encouraged.

